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Introduction

T

he concept of deracialization gained notoriety following elections held in November of
1989.During these elections, a number of African-American candidates captured victories
in majority-white electoral jurisdictions, leading McConnick (1989: 1) to coin this Election
Day as "Black Tuesday." Among those elected on "Black Tuesday" include: L. Douglas Wilder
as governor of Virginia, David Dinkins as mayor of New York City, Norman Rice as mayor of
Seattle and Chester Jenkins, mayor of Durham, North Carolina. In this article we systematically
examine the deracialization construcdstrategy and the potentially damaging impact that such
a strategy might pose on the black community.
The evolution of the deracialization concept
McConnick and Jones (1993) formally define deracialization as, "conducting a campaign
in a stylistic fashion that defuses the polarizing effects of race by avoiding explicit reference
to race-specific issues, while at the same time emphasizing those issues that are perceived as
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racially transcendent, thus mobilizing a broad segment of the electorate for purposes of capturing or maintaining public office" (76). The concept was first introduced in 1973 by political
scientist, Charles Hamilton, at a National Urban League meeting. The purpose of the meeting
was to assemble a group of scholars, activists, and public officials to discuss strategies for
organizing in the "post-protest" phase of the civil rights movement. During this meeting, Hamilton presented a brief essay that offered some possible strategies for achieving his goal. He
encouraged blacks to develop coalitions with other races, especially whites (Hamilton 1973).
As a means of gaining white support, Hamilton suggested that blacks should address social
issues that made broad appeals to society as a whole. For Hamilton, one such issue was "full
employment," which he considered the most important issue facing the black community and
also an issue equally appealing to whites.
In 1976, Hamilton revisited the concept of deracialization in a position paper commissioned by the Democratic Party. During this presentation, he advised presidential candidates
to emphasize issues that would attract voters across racial lines (Hamilton 1977). Hamilton
argued that programs targeted directly at minorities failed to capture white votes. Thus, he
urged civil rights groups and the Democratic Party to work for "deracialized solutions" such
as national health insurance and an income maintenance program (McCormick and Jones
1993: 70). William Julius Wilson (1990) expanded upon Hamilton's message by suggesting
that the Democratic Party embrace a progressive "race neutral program." Wilson stated that
blacks and liberals who have pushed "a race specific agenda" (e.g., affirmative action, minority
set-asides, busing) create a major barrier to those advocating broader programs that would be
more attractive to white voters.
Hamilton's advocacy for the deracialized strategy sparked an interest among students of
black politics (see e.g., Persons 1993; Perry 1991 and 1996). The preponderance of studies
employing the concept of deracialization, however, has not been based on the systematic analysis
of evidence. A typical study in this area simply presents conclusions drawn by the researcher
with no indication of the methods or standards employed to anive at such conclusions. In this
article our goal is to improve upon the extant literature by creating a quantifiable measure of
the deracialization construct. In doing so, we conduct an empirical analysis for the purpose of
systematically testing the construct's validity.
Deracialization and its Application
According to McCormick and Jones (1993: 76), a deracialized political strategy affects
the issues candidates stress, their mobilization tactics and the style of their campaigns. Their
model cautions black candidates who run in racially competitive districts/jurisdictionsto avoid
race-specific campaigns. According to this model, black candidates in such positions should
avoid using explicit references to issues such as welfare, affirmative action and set-asides.
Rather, they should place emphasis on issues that appear to be race-neutral. In addition to the
avoidance of race-specific issues, the deracialized strategy also involves the campaign tactics
employed by black candidates to mobilize voters. The authors contend that black office seekers
who run deracialized campaigns should avoid public appeals to the black community. Black
candidates risk the potential of alienating the white electorate with the use of race-specific
campaign tactics. In short, black candidates should be careful of not giving white voters the
impression that they are only interested in representing blacks. The final component of McCormick and Jones's model is political style. The success of black candidates in attracting
white support depends, in part, on their ability to project a nonthreatening image. It therefore
is necessary for black candidates to project a reassuring image to the white electorate. Black
candidates, for example, should avoid associating themselves with people that white voters
will view as racial partisans.
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The scholarly debate on the issue of deracialization has evolved both normatively and empirically. Borrowing from the normative front, political scientist Ron Walters notes that "the
available political jurisdictions that are majority black are drying up. So to increase the number
of Black elected officials, they will have to come from majority white districts. You cannot run
there in the same way as in a majority Black district and be successful." (quoted by Gunvitt
1990: 30). Confronted with this reality, both scholars and political pundits have argued that
new strategies such as deracialization are necessary in order for more black candidates to be
successful in the future. Others, on the other hand, view the use of this strategy with a jaundiced
eye. Starks (1991), for example, has argued that the concept:

... cannot be permitted to divert attention from the essence of American politics-that is,
the acquisition and maintenance of group power. Nor can it be permitted to divert from
the substance of what constitutes African-American politics-using electoral politics as a
lever to maximize group power in the fight against racism, exclusion, and marginalization
while promoting African-American-specific policy preferences within the political system
(Starks 1991: 216).
In a case study of L. Douglas Wilder's election as governor of Virginia in 1989, Jones and
Clemmons (1993), note that Wilder presented himself as a "social moderate and fiscal conservative who represented the 'New Virginia Mainstream'-a major theme of the campaign" (140).
In determining whether Wilder conducted a deracializedcampaign, these authors systematically
examine Wilder's appointment book. The results reveal that between June 19 and September
4, 1989, Wilder appeared before the public eighty-four times. Jones and Clemons (1993) dichotomize the groups Wilder addressed, as being predominantly-whiteor predominantly-black,
finding that only ten of these appearances were before black audiences. This research serves as
one of the few systematic analyses conducted on the deracialization concept to date.
Schexnider (1990) extends his analysis to move beyond Wilder's gubernatorial race. He
argues that Wilder's deracialization strategy can be traced back as far as his 1985 campaign to
become lieutenant governor of Virginia. According to the author, Wilder did not present himself
to the Virginia electorate as a black candidate in 1985, rather Wilder focused on his legislative
record and issues that appealed to all voters (e.g., economic, educational, and environmental).
Schexnider cites the work of Yancey (1988) as support for his claims. Yancey states:
Wilder never mentioned race. He hammered away at why he was more qualified until the
media and white voters finally had to pay attention. But his campaign never took on the
aura of a black crusade. But Wilder knew he had to have the redneck and suburban vote to
win and he went after it (Yancey quoted in Schexnider 1990: 155).
However, Yancey himself does not provide a systematic analysis for his conclusions (see,
Yancey 1988: 17).
Wilson Goode was elected as the first black mayor of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania in 1983. In
examining Goode's campaign strategy, Ransom (1987) writes, "Goode did not portray himself
as a 'black' candidate for mayor; instead, he campaigned as the former city managing director-he was familiar with city services; he knew the budget; he had demonstrated his managerial
skills; and he had a vision of Philadelphia on the move" (276). Ransom continues by stating
that Goode placed emphasis on his experience and background, and voiced the necessity of
a partnership between the public and private sectors. Despite such claims, the author fails to
reference any support for his claims.
The above examples are typical of studies in this area. They simply present conclusionsdrawn
by the researchers with very little mention of the methods or inferential standards employed to
arrive at such conc1usions. Such presentations are difficult, if not impossible, to replicate and
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evaluate.' For example, no systematic content analysis of the media coverage of a campaign is
provided. In only a few cases, as well, are there references to elite interviews with people in a
position to know about the election campaigns (e.g., Summers and Klinkner 1996).
Even in the few cases in which a systematic analysis was attempted, it is often flawed.
Katherine Underwood (1997) utilizes the deracialization concept in her investigation of the
campaigns of Latino candidates for the city council elections in Los Angeles, California. She
reports that Latino candidates were able to build cross-racial support by running deracialized
campaigns. Underwood employs multiple regression to examine the causation of the vote
for Latino candidates as a function of the voting age populafion by ethnic group. However,
Underwood's findings are marred by mistakes. Criticism of the analysis is best stated in her
own words: "The independent variables constructed result in near perfect multicollinearity.
To the extent that the four ethnic categories (white, African American, Latino, and Asian) exhaustively include the precinct population, the value of the fourth category is almost perfectly
determined by the other three" (Underwood 1997: 13). In the worst case, multicollinearity
inflates the standard errors of the correlated variables and attenuates the statistical significance
of the unstandardized coefficients.
Sharon Wright's (1996: 157) racially polarized voting analysis of the 1991 mayoral election in Memphis, Tennessee serves as one of the few analyses to systematically examine the
impact of a candidate's campaign strategy. According to her analysis, Willie W. Herenton, the
black candidate, is reported to have received roughly 98.5 percent of the black vote and only
1.5 percent of the white vote. On the other hand, Richard Hacket, a white candidate, received
98.5 percent of the white vote and only 1.5 percent of the black vote.
Elsewhere, Orey has attempted to strengthen the literature examining the deracialization construct, by conducting systematic analyses. In one analysis, Orey (n.d.) argues that
the media should be employed as a contextual variableleffect, when examining the deracialization construct. Using content analysis, he finds that the print media helped to create
a racialized environment, even when the black candidate attempted to run a deracialized
campaign. Specifically, in using Jackson, Mississippi as a case study, Orey finds that the
leading mainstream newspaper (i.e., paper with the highest circulation in the state), The
Clarion Ledger, made more references to race in 1993 when the leading black candidate
loss, than in 1997 when he won. Further, in a separate analysis, Orey (1999), in following
the lead of Wright (1996), employs ecological inference to examine racial bloc voting in
the 1993 and 1997 Jackson, mayoral election. He finds that the black candidate received
more votes from both blacks and whites when he ran a race-specific campaign, than when
he ran a deracialized campaign. In running a deracialized campaign, the candidate failed
to win the primary, however, when he ran a race-specific campaign he was elected as the
city's first black mayor.
Where do we go from here?

Albritton, et al. (1996) provide us with a template as to how to proceed in our efforts to
measure deracialization. These authors create a typology for racial campaigns. They identify
four categories of racial campaigns: (1) race-specific, (2) modified race-specific, (3) race-neutral
and (4) extremely race-neutral. Conceptually,the authors make a much-needed contribution to
the deracialization literature. However, these authors fail to provide a systematic method for
distinguishing among their categories. In failing to create replicable measurements for their
categories, the authors are unable to systematically analyze their data, which makes it very
difficult to evaluate their work.
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Data and Methods
The data employed in this analysis are derived from the 2001 California Black Elected
Officials Survey (Ricks, 2003). We first retrieved addresses for the 238 black elected officials
in rhe state of California from the Joint Center for Political and Economic Studies. A survey
was then mailed to all of the black elected officials in the state of California on August 15,
2001. The responses included seventy-four completed surveys. An additional twelve surveys
were returned as undeliverable (because of incorrect addresses). As a result, our response rate,
excluding the twelve undeliverable questionnaires, dips to 33 percent. Admittedly, this rate is
somewhat lower than the 40 percent reported within the extant literature.
Dependent Variables

Using the above typology offered by Albritton et al., we operationalizederacializationbased
on the following item: "which of the following strategies best describe your campaign?"e
responses included "race neutral (e.g., absence of racial cues; colorblind)", "race moderate
(e.g., low use of racial cues, coalition building)" and "race specific (e.g., high use of racial cues;
Afro-centric)." Given the fact that our analysis focuses on deracialization, we code the variable
as a dichotomy, taking on a value of one, if the response is race neutral and zero otherwise.
Given the dichotomous nature of the variable, logistic regression is employed.
In addition, we have created a measure for Black Interests to determine whether a black
candidate who runs a deracialized campaign is more or less likely to support a black interest bill.
To operationalize the Black Interest variable, we have created an additive-index scale based on
three Likert response-format items: The leadership style of black elected officials differs from
that of white elected officials;black voting districts should be exclusively represented by black
elected officials; for black office seekers, identification with black issues is more important
than coalition building. The scale's reliability is moderate, achieving an alpha score of .61. The
additive-scale ranges from strongly agree to strongly disagree. Given the continuous nature of
this variable, ordinary least squares regression is used.
Independent Variables

Deracialization also is measured on the right hand side of the equation. In addition, other
independent variables include racial identification, which takes on a value of one if the respondent indicated that African-American best described hisher race and zero otherwise (i.e.,
Negro, Black, Colored, African, or some other label). Additionally, a number of control variables are included for the purpose of correctly specifying the model. Gender is a dichotomous
variable that takes on a value of one if the respondent is male and zero for females. Education
is a continuous variable ranging from lowest level of education (high school diploma or less)
to highest level (postgraduate). Similarly, income ranges from lowest level of income (under
40K) to highest level of income (over 100K).Age is the actual age of the respondent. Ideology
is based on a four point scale ranging from conservative to radical, with both moderate and
liberal occupying the middle categories, in the order presented here. Democratic identification
is represented as a dummy variable taking on a value of one if the respondent is Democrat and
a zero otherwi~e.~
For ease of interpretation, all variables have been mapped onto a 10, I] interval, with the
exception of age.
Thus, ourproposed models suggest the following relationships:

1
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(1) Deracialization = f(Age, Income, Education, Income, Racial Identification, Ideology,
Democrat, Gender).
(2) Black Interests = f(Deracialization, Age, Income, Education, Income, Racial
Identification, Ideology, Democrat, Gender).
Findings

Based on the descriptive statistics, black elected officials are more likely to identify their
political campaign as being a race-neutral or a race-moderate campaign, as opposed to a racespecific campaign. According to Table 1, approximately 41 percent of the respondentsindicated
that their campaign style can best be described as race-neutral. A majority of the respondents
(51 percent), however, identified their campaign as race-moderate. Only about eight percent
of the respondents identified as running race-specific campaigns.
In addition to the campaign strategy, Table 2 provides a frequency distribution of the agree/
disagree responses of the Likert-items used to measure Black Interests. Based on these findings,
roughly 52.2 percent of the respondents disagreed that "the leadership style of black elected
officials differs from that of white elected officials, compared to 34.3 percent that agreed. Approximately 60 percent disagreed that "black voting districts should be exclusively represented
by black elected officials, compared to 31.4 percent who agreed. Lastly, approximately 70 percent disagreed that "for black office seekers, identificationwith black issues is more important
than coalition building," compared to 17.2 percent who agreed.
Using logistic regression,Table 3 provides the results for the explanationsof deracialization.
Based on the Odds-Ratios reported in Table 3, the findings reveal that older African-American
leaders are roughly 5 percent more likely to adopt a deracialized strategy when compared to
younger blacks. Additionally, those blacks who self-identify with the label African-American
are found to be approximately 73 percent less likely to adopt a deracialized strategy when
compared to those blacks identifying with some other label describing blacks. Lastly, blacks
who self-identify as Democrats are 88 percent less likely to describe their leadership as race
neutral. The models pseudo r-square is respectable at -28.
Table 4 affords us the opportunity to determine if deracialization serves as an explanation
for opposition to Black Interests. Based on the results, the deracialization variable achieves
statistical discernability at the .05 level. No other variable in the analysis achieves statistical
significance.The results presented here support the normative literature suggesting that those
black leaders who identify with the deracialized leadership style are more likely to opposeldisagree with interests that are deemed to be progressive for the black community.

Conclusion
The preponderance of scholars conducting research on deracialization has failed to provide
systematic analyses in drawing their conclusion. The typical study in this area has drawn
conclusions without providing any indication of the methods or standards employed to make
such inferences. The research here has created a quantifiable variable measuring deracialization. The construct is based upon previous definitions of the deracialization strategy. Here, we
have focused on the issues and the campaign style. The validity of the measure was tested, by
examining the impact of the deracialization variable on opposition to black interests. Based
on the findings, those black elected officials who have identified their campaign strategies as
race-neutrallderacialized,were less likely to support interests that have traditionally been found
to be pertinent to the black community. Admittedly, we rely on extreme categories, due to data

I
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limitations. However, these issues are consistent with traditional issues addressed by black
elected officials. Despite this shortcoming, this research note has provided us with a useful
means for operationalizing the deracialization construct.
The implications of this study suggest that African Americans who run race-neutral campaigns
have moved away from the protest approach used in the 1960s and 1970s to more accommodating campaign strategies. The overwhelming percentage of race-neutral and race-moderate
campaigns endorsed by the respondents in this analysis suggest that African Americans have
become more responsive to other groups, and place less emphasis entirely on Black Interests.
Indeed, our multiple regression analysis finds that respondents who ran deracialized campaigns
were less likely to endorse black interest policies. Interestingly, our findings also reveal that
older legislators are more likely to identify their campaigns as race-neutral, when compared
to their younger counterparts.
The findings discussed here have broader implications for students of black politics. black
elected officials who run deracialized campaigns will also support race-neutral bills. Or, more
important, these officials may fail to support black-interest bills. Future research examining
the sponsorship of bills is needed if we are to gain a full understanding of the impact of the
deracialization strategy on candidate's performance in office. Clearly, the current research is
limited by our data and as a result, one should be careful in making generalizations based on
our findings. Similarly, as always, when conducting case studies, caution should be used in
making generalizations. Despite these shortcomings, we have attempted to generate research
questions that may be answered in future research.
Table 1
Which of the following best describes your campaign strategy?

Percent
race-neutral (colorblind)
race-moderate (coalition-building)

41%
51%

race-specific (pro-Black)

4%

Respondents

3

Source: California Black Elected OfJicials (Ricks, 2003).

Table 2
Questions used to construct the Black Interests Index

N=70
Percentage who indicated:
agree disagree
1.

The leadership style of black elected officials differ
from that of white elected officials.

2.

Black voting districts should be exclusively represented
by black elected officials.

60%

31.4%

3.

For black office seekers, identification with bIack issues
is more important than coalition building.

70%

17.2%

Source: Californiji Black Elected Officials

The Expanding Boundaries of Black Politics
Table 3
Logistic regression predicting Deracialization.
Variable

b

s.e.

Odds ratio

Age
Racial Identification

0.052

(0.024)**

1.05

(African-American)

- 1.324

(0.613)**

0.27

Income

0.592

(1.205)

1.81

Education

0.525

(1.035)

1.70

Ideology

-2.375

(1.124)

0.09

Gender (male)

-0.059

(0.629)

0.94

Democratic Identification

-2.1 14

(1.06)*

0.12

Constant

-2.142

(1.543)

Pseudo R2
(Nagelkerke)

0.28

x2

16.61
0.02**

Prob. >

x2

N

70

Note: **p < .05; *p< .10

Table 4
Opposition to Black Interests
Variable
Deracialization
Ideology
Education
Income
Racial Identification
(African-American)
Age
Gender (Male)
Constant
R2
0.12
Adj. R2 0.02
N
70
Note *p < .05 **p < .O1
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Notes
1.

2.
3.

Krippendorf (1980: 145)suggests that the researcher "must describe the conditions under which data
are obtained, justify the analytic steps taken, and see to it that the process is not biased in the sense
that if favors one kind of finding rather than another. Explicitness about the process is required so
that others may evaluate his work, replicate the process, or qualify the findings."
This decision was made because there is limited variation beyond identification with the Republican
Party (e.g., Democrats represent roughly 84 percent and Republicans represent 13 percent of the
sample).
All strongly ageelagree categories are collapsed into one category of agree, and all strongly disagree/
disagree categories were collapsed. Also, the percentages do not add up to 100 because a separate
middle category capturing undecided respondents is not presented here.
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